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Geno 2. Ancient Cousins A reconstruction of a Neanderthal female. For the new mtDNA tree we added more
than new branches, nearly all of these branches were on the tips of the tree. In addition to the participants,
some well-known individuals also participated with Geno 2. Maternal haplogroup H was the most common
branch among participants, accounting for more than a third of lineages. However, more branches mean
greater geographic specificity â€” helping us narrow down where your haplogroup is found and when the
haplogroup was born â€” and this is where you can play an active role in the scientific process. Since then, her
billions of descendants have accumulated novel mutations in their mtDNA. How different are the new DNA
trees to previous versions? If there is no fluid, the participant should contact Helix customer service at to
receive a replacement. So, for some people the new mtDNA tree increased the specificity of their particular
haplogroup. It is also available on the project's results page. We will test your mitochondrial DNA, which is
passed down each generation from mother to child and reveals your direct maternal deep ancestry, andâ€”if
you are maleâ€”your Y chromosome, which is passed down from father to son and reveals your direct paternal
deep ancestry. There were also concerns that indigenous claims to land rights and other resources could be
threatened. The new Y tree is therefore the global genetic map of these known mutational events that show
how we are all distantly or closely related. Your results may have changed as we gained greater resolution of
migratory paths, we repositioned a few Y chromosome mutations along the journey, and we discovered new
branch tips on both the Y and mtDNA trees. For Geno 1. Geno 1. Haplogroup S Gareth Henson is collating
Geno 2. Some of the data can be seen in a Google Docs spreadsheet. With the new Y tree the number of
branches nearly doubled, from to more than , and new connections and bifurcations since emerged. What can I
expect from the Geno 2.


